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BEYOND EMBEDDEDNESS. ECONOMIC SOCIOLOGY AS 
A HISTORICAL THEORY OF SOCIETY: 

Interview with Jens Beckert

For those less familiar with your work, could you describe the trajectory of your 

academic career? How did you become interested in economic sociology? How 

have your interests developed over the years? 

From the beginning of my university studies I was very interested in issues 

related to the economy. I started studying sociology in the late 1980s at the 

Freie Universität Berlin and took several courses in the fi elds of organization 

studies, industrial sociology, and industrial relations. It is worth mentioning 

that the 1980s was a time when the last waves of interest in Marxist sociology 

were quite visible at the Freie Universität (this changed after the collapse of 

the Berlin Wall). I also studied business administration as a second major. 

My interest in economic phenomena became even more pronounced at the 

beginning of the 1990s when I went to The New School in New York. I read 

there some of the literature on socio-economics and in the emerging fi eld of 

what became later known as the new economic sociology. I became interested 

in Amitai Etzioni’s book “The Moral Dimension” (Etzioni 1988) and I read 

for the fi rst time works by Mark Granovetter and Viviana Zelizer (Granovetter 

1985; Zelizer 1988). You must remember that, although this work was already 

being published in the 1980s, there was not yet a fi eld called “new economic 

sociology”; the fi eld was still in the process of formation. What was important 

to me were the readers that came out at this time, many of them edited by 

Richard Swedberg (Smelser and Swedberg 1994; Swedberg 1990; Swedberg 

and Granovetter 1992). Later I spent a year at Princeton while writing my dis-

sertation. In the mid-90s Princeton was the center of economic sociology with 

scholars such as Paul DiMaggio, Viviana Zelizer, Frank Dobbin and Bruce 

Western teaching there. 

Besides economic sociology, my other interest was social theory. I studied 

with Hans Joas and I was very much interested in classical and modern so-

ciological theory (Joas and Beckert 2001). In my dissertation, “Beyond the 

Market” (Beckert 2002), these two interests – the economy and social theory 

– came together. My dissertation was an attempt to reconstruct how important 

sociologists – that is Durkheim, Parsons, Luhmann, and Giddens – dealt with 

the economy in their theories. The time in Princeton was also important for 
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developing my further work. I wrote the article on uncertainty (Beckert 1996a, 

1996), a topic that has stayed with me ever since. 
After completing my dissertation I worked on a second monograph, a compar-

ative historical study on the development of inheritance law in France, Germany, 
and the United States (Beckert 2004; Beckert 2008). Inheritance is a crucial 
economic and social institution which is vastly understudied in sociology. For 
me it was very important to carry out a comparative historical study. The book 
goes back to the time of the French Revolution. It opened my eyes to historical 
and cultural sociology and was very important for my subsequent work. 

In the early 2000s my interests focused more and more on markets. So when 
I came to the Max Planck Institute in 2005 I decided to center my research group 
on the sociology of markets. One could say that I look at economic phenomena 
through the lens of market sociology. 

In the programmatic statement “What is sociological about economic sociology?” 

(Beckert 1996b) you argued that the theoretical foundations of economic sociology 

must be found in the concept of uncertainty and a theory of economic action. Why 

do you see uncertainty as the central concept for economic sociology?

For me a crucial question has always been “why should there be an economic 
sociology at all?” Intuitively one can say that within the social sciences there 
exists the fi eld of economics which studies the economy, so why should soci-
ologists study this topic as well? There is a need to defi ne an entrance point 
for economic sociology, and I believe that the most promising entrance point is 
the problem of uncertainty. What I mean by uncertainty is the notion of radical 
or fundamental uncertainty. If one goes back to the distinction made by Frank 
Knight between risk and uncertainty (Knight 2002), radical uncertainty is the 
situation in which you cannot calculate probabilities for future outcomes. If you 
take this problem seriously, then the question opens up how actors, who are in-
tentionally rational, make choices if they cannot calculate optimal decisions. If 
one investigates economic decisions under uncertainty, bringing in sociology 
becomes unavoidable. This provides justifi cation for why understanding the 
economy and intentionally rational action needs a sociological contribution. 

I have developed this problem further in an article entitled “The social order 
of markets”, where I state that the problem of uncertainty can be analyzed in the 
form of different coordination problems, which I call the problems of valuation, 
competition, and cooperation (Beckert 2009). If you look carefully at the lit-
erature that has emerged over the last twenty-fi ve years in economic sociology, 
quite a few authors used the concept of uncertainty, some explicitly others im-
plicitly. Explicitly it is used for instance in the work of Akos Rona-Tas on credit 
cards (Guseva and Rona-Tas 2001), or the work of Joel Podolny (2001). More 
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implicitly one fi nds it in the works of Harrison White (2002). For White the 
question of coordination of actors in the economy is how stable reproducible 
role structures in markets can emerge (White 1981). This needs to happen to 
reduce uncertainty. I would still maintain today that the concept of uncertain-
ty provides a fundamental theoretical starting point for economic sociology. 
Economic sociology needs a systematic starting point, it needs to proceed from 
a theoretical problem. Uncertainty is such an issue. 

The problem that you mention about fundamental uncertainty is also the 

problem of how social order is possible, which you frame in the sociological concept 

of double contingency. Parsons and Luhmann also started from this particular 

problem but they developed it in the form of a system theory. You on the other hand 

suggest that this problem must be addressed with an action theory. Why do you 

see action theory as the starting point for a theoretical foundation of economic 

sociology?

The observation is certainly right. In my dissertation Talcott Parsons and 
Niklas Luhmann are two of the authors I have dealt with in detail. When I was 
writing the article on uncertainty, both authors were an important infl uence. 
However, I was always interested in action theory. This is in part also because 
I learnt from studying economics that it is crucial for the explanation of outcomes 
to have a micro-foundation. One needs to explain how macro-phenomena relate 
to micro-interactions. This doesn’t mean that all unintended consequences or 
macro phenomena can be reduced to agency, but it is necessary for a sociologi-
cal theory to make the contribution of agency to social outcomes intelligible. 
In the early Talcott Parsons you fi nd the very same intuition. With regard to 
Luhmann it is true that his work was very much infl uenced by phenomenology 
and his early theory had a foundation in action theory.

We can see in your work references to classical and contemporary authors 

coming from a variety of sociological traditions and levels of analysis, such as 

system theory, fi eld theory, network analysis, and pragmatism. How do you integrate 

these different backgrounds into your work? To what extent have they infl uenced 

your development as an economic sociologist?

I have never defi ned myself as a Weberian, Durkheimian or Bourdieusian, 
“applying” the work of one of these “grand” authors. Instead, I take a much 
more pragmatic attitude toward theories. I am attentive to concepts that will 
help me understand the problems that interest me. Certainly what brings the 
different infl uences together is a strong interest in action theory. This includes 
the question how action is shaped by social structures, such as institutions, 
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networks and cultural frames, and how actors interpret a situation. There is also 
a normative strand which is important for my work and this is where the prag-
matist part comes out more strongly. I never believed in a sociology in which 
actors are seen as being determined by social structures. Of course, the social 
environment of actors has an infl uence on how they act. But what interests me 
is how, through the interpretation of the situation, actors shape their environ-
ment in contingent ways. It is this interaction between structures and agency that 
I fi nd thought-provoking and I make use of concepts and theories which are of 
help to conceptualize this issue.

In your most recent work (Beckert 2013a; Beckert 2013b; Beckert 2016) you 

conceptualize this relationship between structures and agency in the economy by 

introducing the concept of “fi ctional expectations”. Could you tell us about this de-

velopment in your theory and how it relates to your previous work on uncertainty? 

This relates quite closely to the issue of structure and agency. In the article 
from 1996 I argued that actors rely on “social devices” to cope with the problem 
of uncertainty. Today I believe that this underestimates the role of agency in 
the economy. Actors faced with complex decisions develop imaginaries of how 
their future will look like before they take a specifi c decision. In an investment 
decision, for instance, the entrepreneur “experiences” the outcome in imag-
ination before the fi rst dollar has been spent. Under conditions of uncertain-
ty, however, it is impossible to understand these expectations as rational in the 
sense that they would foreshadow an actual future present. Instead the expec-
tations create a world of their own. In this sense I speak of “fi ctional expecta-
tions”. Expectations are relevant for decisions and at the same time they are 
contingent or undetermined – they could always be different. This opens also 
an important avenue for a core political understanding of decision making in the 
economy. Actors are interested to infl uence the expectations of others. Competi-
tion is largely about the deliberate shaping of the expectations prevailing in the 
fi eld.

At the Max Planck Institute you have been working with Wolfgang Streeck in 

bringing economic sociology and political economy closer together (Beckert and 

Streeck 2008). Could you tell us more about this project?

I think that for economic sociology this is one of the most exciting paths 
to pursue. When I came to the Max Planck Institute in 2005, I started working 
with Wolfgang Streeck, a sociologist with a strong background in political 
economy. His interests focus more on macro-phenomena, looking at the interac-
tion between macro-outcomes and institutional structures (Streeck 2009; Streeck 
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2012). His work stands in the tradition of historical institutionalism. So you see 
the combination: he is looking from macro-phenomena to the institutional level 
and I am looking from the micro-level to the institutional level. At the same time 
we are both investigating economic phenomena in their social contexts. 

What I see as a fundamental problem for quite a bit of work in the new 
economic sociology is that it doesn’t include the macro level. If we want to un-
derstand economic dynamics it is crucial to include social developments writ 
large. Research projects in economic sociology should be organized more around 
the question of how capitalism as a social and economic system is operating, 
how it is changing, and what social dynamics it creates. The stronger connection 
to political economy could bring economic sociology out of a situation where 
many very interesting case studies have been conducted without demonstrating 
how this knowledge helps us understanding general economic and social devel-
opments. The strong interaction with political economists that we develop at the 
Max Planck Institute is an incredible opportunity for the further development of 
the fi eld.

What is economic and sociological about economic sociology?

An important division of labour between economics and sociology was estab-

lished by Talcott Parsons – economists dealt with means-ends and scarcity, while 

sociology dealt with values. To a great extent the revival of economic sociology 

implied a break with these boundaries. After almost thirty years of accumulated 

research and debates within economic sociology, how do you see its relationship 

with economics?

One fi rst needs to say that neither economics, nor economic sociology exists 
as a monolithic block. It means the relationship between these two fi elds depends 
on which economics and which economic sociology we are talking about. So for 
instance I would say that the network approach in economic sociology connects 
quite easily to mainstream economics; indeed, many economists have taken up 
network studies from sociology. 

If I try to answer the question from the perspective of the kind of economic 
sociology that I am interested in, the relation with mainstream economics is 
a complicated one. Economic sociology is much less interested in abstract 
model building based on non-realistic assumptions and tries instead to un-
derstand economic phenomena based on empirical observations. Mainstream 
economics operates on the basis of rational choice theory. In my work I attempt 
to pursue an alternative to this. One may argue that the relationship with behav-
ioral economics is easier, but this is true only in a limited way. It is true in the 
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sense that behavioral economics shares the conviction that actors do not always 
act rationally. But the fi ndings from behavioral economics are in most cases 
trivial. That norms of fairness play a role in economic interactions is something 
that sociologist have known for at least a hundred years and is hardly news. Be-
havioral economics is also unsatisfying from a sociological perspective because 
it explains deviations from the rational actor model by referring to psychological 
factors which are ultimately traceable to the hardwired structures of our brain. 
As a sociologist I want to explain social facts with social facts and not with 
psychological facts. I think that the relation between economics and economic 
sociology will remain very distant as long as economists refrain from placing 
more emphasis on the social forces operating in the economy and turn away 
from a sociologically meaningful theory of action.

In your view, what defi nes the economic sociology? In your work you deal a lot 

with markets. Would you say economic sociology is the sociology of markets? 

Certainly in my work markets stand out as a dominant topic. I believe that this 
is justifi ed because markets are simply the most important institutions of con-
temporary capitalist economies. But this does not mean that economic sociology 
should be limited to the sociology of markets. Economic sociology has always 
had a very strong affi nity to organization studies. The investigation into fi rms 
is a crucial fi eld in economic sociology. Indeed one cannot understand markets 
without understanding fi rms. Nevertheless I maintain that markets should be 
the vantage point for understanding capitalist economies, because fi rms need to 
orient their decisions and structures towards their opportunities on markets. 

There are clearly also other very interesting topics. One of them that interests 
me – even though I have never worked on it – is reciprocity. There is quite a lot 
of highly interesting work in the Maussean tradition.3 This work is partly related 
to markets, but most importantly it shows that there are other forms of allocation 
of goods even in modern societies. Of course house-holding would be another 
example where the economic dimension of non-market forms of exchange 
comes prominently into play. 

As a last point, coming back to political economy, I would say that it is crucial 
for economic sociology to conceptualize the relationship between markets and the 
state. The state is the most central institution regulating markets, and no understand-
ing of contemporary economies is possible without understanding the role of the 
state. This is the case in parts of economic sociology, for instance, in the works of 
Neil Fligstein (2002), Greta Krippner (2011), Frank Dobbin (1997), or Bruce Carru-
thers (1999), but nevertheless economic sociologists need to be reminded again and 

3 For this type of work in economic sociology see for example Healy (2006).
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again of the signifi cance of the state and the operation of the political system for the 
explanation of economic outcomes. 

Economic sociology has been a particularly productive sub-discipline of 

sociology and many of the scholars working within this fi eld have made important 

contributions to organization studies, the sociology of knowledge, fi eld theory, so-

ciological institutionalism, and cultural sociology. What do you think about the re-

lationship between economic sociology and general sociology? What has sociology 

gained from economic sociology? 

Let me start with answering the question the other way around. Economic 
sociology is part of the sociological enterprise which means that concepts 
developed in sociology are applied to the study of the economy. This also 
holds true for the methods used in economic sociology. Having said this, the 
discipline of sociology, I think, can learn from economic sociology about one 
important part of society. But I would also say that economic sociology does 
not emphasize enough the signifi cance of the analysis of the economy for un-
derstanding social dynamics in a broader sense. If we think of our society as 
a capitalist society, this implies that the dynamics of it have to a large extent to 
do with the dynamics of the economic system. Economic globalization, compe-
tition in markets and the operation of the fi nancial system have profound effects 
on societies: processes of dislocation, changes in demography, changing family 
structures, new mobility demands on actors, and structures of social inequality. 
Based on its knowledge of the economy, economic sociology has the potential to 
aim much higher and develop a theory of society. Unfortunately, few economic 
sociologists are thinking in this direction. The danger of not doing so is that 
economic sociology will become a subfi eld for people interested in the economy 
but will certainly contribute little to our understanding of societal dynamics. 
This however should be the project of sociology. 

Contemporary debates in economic sociology

Regarding debates within economic sociology, in October 2012 there was a joint 

ASA and ESA conference in Moscow. You, together with Patrik Aspers, were re-

sponsible for section on “New theoretical perspectives in economic sociology”. 

What do you see as the main current trends and the main debates within economic 

sociology today?

Quite a bit of very good work has been produced on fi nancial markets in 
recent years. This work has been largely motivated by the fi nancial crises of 
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2007 and 2008. This is an important topic and, since the fi nancial crises will 
stay with us in one way or another, it is a topic that will remain important. The 
current work on fi nance and fi nancialization is also most closely related to 
political economy.

Other important topics relate to the issue of uncertainty and the three coordi-
nation problems I have already mentioned. There is a great deal of interest con-
cerning the valuation of goods, questions of price formation, and how quality 
categories are established in markets. These are issues where a long tradition of 
sociological knowledge can be applied very fruitfully to economic phenomena. 
Scholars such as Marion Fourcade (2011) or David Stark (2011) are doing 
fantastic work in this fi eld. The same holds true for a number of scholars in 
France. The subject of confi dence and trust – it stands behind what I call the 
problem of cooperation – plays a crucial role in the operation of fi nancial 
markets and the monetary system. Again, there is also excellent work on this 
topic.

Furthermore, the performativity approach certainly remains important 
even 20 years after the fi rst papers on it have been published (Callon 1998; 
MacKenzie, Muniesa and Siu 2007; MacKenzie and Millo 2003). It is part of 
a cognitive turn in economic sociology.

There is one additional topic I want to mention although it plays no more 
than a marginal role in economic sociology today. This concerns the issue of 
illegal markets. I fi nd it remarkable that there is hardly any work in economic 
sociology on illegal markets (Beckert and Dewey 2017). Work is available on 
the informal economy, but even this work has a more marginal role. Almost all 
research in economic sociology proceeds from the assumption that the interac-
tions taking place in the economy are legal, although we know that this is simply 
not the case. In many ways we cannot understand the development of the legal 
part of the economy without having an understanding of its illegal counterpart 
and the relation between the two. Uncharted territory exists here for economic 
sociologists, which should be explored. The sociology of fi nance, for instance, 
would be a more interesting fi eld of study if it paid more attention to illegal ac-
tivities in fi nancial markets and to the question of how powerful actors attempt 
to exploit grey zones between legality and illegality. 

Since the revival of economic sociology the notion of embeddedness has been 

one of its central (if not the core) concepts, but at the same time it has been un-

derstood in different ways. The debate seems to go back to different readings of 

Karl Polanyi. One way of reading Polanyi is the “always embedded” approach, for 

which the economy is always embedded in social relations and the role of economic 

sociology is to study thems. This is clearly characterized in the work done e.g. by 

Viviana Zelizer (2010). The other – we can call it the “double movement” reading 
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of Polanyi – argues that a self-regulated market system becomes disembedded and 

destroys the social foundations on which it has been built, and characterizes more 

the work of political economists. You have written extensively on the notion of em-

beddedness (Beckert 1996, 2003, 2006). How do you see the concept and how do 

you read Polanyi? Is it necessary to go “beyond embeddedness”?

The concept of embeddedness has been crucial for defi ning economic 
sociology. One does not have to call it embeddedness, but in the end the 
approach is about the social contexts shaping economic action. For me this is 
also what the broad notion of embeddedness entails. If one looks at the develop-
ment of the new economic sociology, especially in the United States, the under-
standing of embeddedness has often been a much narrower one. This goes back 
to the article by Granovetter (1985), where embeddedness is associated with the 
network approach. This is an understanding of embeddedness which does not do 
justice to Polanyi. 

One way ahead is to simply broaden the concept. This has been suggested 
many years ago by Sharon Zukin and Paul DiMaggio (1990). They distin-
guish between different versions of embeddedness: political embeddedness, 
cognitive embeddedness, cultural embeddedness, and structural embedded-
ness. In this view networks are only one type of embeddedness. I would say one 
should always consider the different forms of embeddedness when explaining 
economic action. But then there is a more principled point to which you alluded 
by referring to the idea that the economy is “always embedded”. There is no 
economy that can operate without, for example, institutional structures. To have 
competitive markets you need anti-trust laws to keep competition open. A law 
is an institution and can be defi ned as an expression of institutional embedded-
ness. But what Polanyi had in mind is not embeddedness in this sense. He is 
rather talking about the limitation of the free market. This, however, brings us 
to a much more historical and also dynamic view of the concept. It becomes 
possible to see embeddedness as a variable where markets can be either more 
curtailed or more organized as free markets. Based on this understanding of em-
beddedness, one can ask questions such as: In what historical periods are markets 
more or less embedded? Why is this the case? How do these developments come 
about and what consequences for social development emerge from them? Such 
a perspective aims much more towards a historical theory of society. This is 
a theory which understands current confi gurations of the economy from the his-
torical trajectories in which they have developed and the political struggles from 
which economic confi gurations emerge. It is by understanding economic confi g-
urations, not out of an effi ciency logic, as mainstream economics or institutional 
economics does, but from political and cultural struggles. I fi nd this much more 
appealing than to simply state that networks or institutions are important for the 
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operation of contemporary economies. It also shows that embeddedness, in the 
Polanyian sense, is not something that we can simply take for granted. Instead it 
can vanish. In the end it is a political project to embed the economy in a way that 
it is compatible with social developments that are normatively desirable.

So for you it is more than just the idea of protecting capitalism from itself?

This is of course one element of it, but it is only the economic dimension. 
This would be a functionalist perspective. What I mean beyond this is that em-
beddedness points also to the potentially destructive forces that derive from un-
fettered markets. This is a normative project in the sense that economic devel-
opment cannot be reduced to economic effi ciency but that we need to refl ect 
also upon criteria of social justice and concepts of “the good life” which should 
inform the regulation, or the embeddedness, of the economy. 

Focusing more on the normative aspect of economic sociology, there has 

recently been much debate about the need for a “public sociology”. This debate, 

started by Michael Burawoy, has also reached economic sociology (Swedberg et al. 

2007). Do you think economic sociology should play a public role? 

Yes, but this applies not just to economic sociology, but also to sociology 
as such. Sociology is a discipline which has its roots in the Enlightenment. 
One crucial idea of enlightenment thinking is to inform people – by knowledge 
gained from science – about the social forces which operate in a society and 
which infl uence their lives. The hope is that this will help people to be more able 
to infl uence the social structures to which they are subject. 

If you look at the development of sociology over the last 30 years you 
can see a diminution of the public role of sociology. The current economic 
and political crisis opens up an opportunity for sociologists to regain a more 
prominent public role. I claim they can do this mainly by investigating the 
economy. For a more public role of sociology, economic sociology is crucial 
because the organization of the economy is so central to all other spheres of 
social life. However, to play a public role, we need an economic sociology in 
the sense that I sketch it: interested not only in understanding of how economic 
exchange depends on social structures, but also in how these structures emerge 
and change in political struggles and how societies are infl uenced by the 
dynamics of the economy. I wish that economic sociologists would understand 
this more clearly. 

Would you say that your work on inheritance law represents this type of public 

sociology (Beckert 2008)? Why do you see inheritance as a public issue? 
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Inheritance is an important topic because the bequest of wealth from one gen-
eration to another is a crucial instrument through which social inequality is per-
petuated. There are also other institutions which have this effect, especially edu-
cational institutions, but inheritance is the most direct institution of reproducing 
inequality intergenerationally. It is striking that sociologists are paying so little 
attention to this topic. To answer your question more directly: I observe that 
journalists and political groups with very different political orientations become 
quite interested in the topic of inheritance. This is because the question of how 
to regulate the bequest of property is a pertinent social and political issue. What 
I try to do when I talk to journalists is to somehow – using Albert Hirschman’s 
(1984) word – “complicate” the discourse. I try to make a contribution to inform 
the public debate that is often based on fears and lack of information. In this 
sense this work is intended to also play an enlightening role. 
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